
Techniques to 
tackle stress.



Stress is a normal part of everyday life, a natural reaction when we feel that
demands on our minds, emotions and bodies outweigh our ability to cope 
with them. It isn’t an illness, but if we leave stress to build up in our lives it 
can lead to illness. 

Stress can be caused and compounded by many factors, from work related
problems, to issues with friends and family, or internal pressures we put on
ourselves. There can also be varied symptoms as stress takes its toll,
manifesting in physical, mental, behavioural or emotional ways.

Nurturing our physical health and emotional wellbeing helps to restore 
a sense of balance and harmony in our hectic modern lives. Just as our
experiences of stress are unique, we all have our own ways of tackling it.
Short term fixes compliment long term prevention strategies. 

What works best for you? 

Taking control of stress.



First things first.What’s
going on?
Are you feeling stressed? 
At some time in our lives we all experience stress. Recognising 
and acknowledging you are under more pressure than you can cope 
with is the first step to alleviating it. 

Consider the issues and your choices
What is causing your stress? Write a list of the pressures you are dealing with.
What changes could you make to the situation? What resources do you have
available and who could you get to help you make these changes? Write another
list with ways you might be able to relieve the pressure. What small step forward
could you make today?

Consider your reactions
Are you reacting in ways which are helpful? If so, can you build on these reactions
and develop your own set of coping strategies? Or are you actually creating more
stress for yourself by unhelpful coping techniques and behaviours? If so, what
could you replace them with that would be more positive?

Contact support services
Counselling, support phone lines and self help groups offer confidential
environments within which you can explore your concerns and the choices
available to you with a trained professional. 



Maintain a healthy diet
Help your body to cope by eating a balanced diet with plenty of fresh fruit 
and vegetables and drink plenty of water throughout the day. 

Only drink caffeine and alcohol in moderation and avoid cigarettes. 

Exercise regularly 
Whether it is dancing or digging, taking your dog (or your neighbour’s) for a walk 
or punching a bag in the gym, ensure you get moving regularly. Incorporate
exercise into your daily routine by using the stairs, parking further away or getting
off the bus a stop earlier.  

Sleep well
Prioritise your sleep and maximise your opportunity for a good night’s rest. 
Develop a bed time routine which relaxes you: have a hot bath, a warm 
(caffeine free) drink, listen to calming music or sprinkle a few drops of lavender
on your pillow. 

Putting the basics 
in place. Look after
your health.



Surround yourself with
support. Get connected.
Listen to yourself
Does your internal dialogue become more negative when you are stressed? 
If so write down three positive affirmations about yourself and read them 
out loud in the mirror every day. When stress creeps up on you, repeat your
affirmations. Keep the piece of paper in your pocket to remind you. 

Talk to others
Ask for support when you need it. Talk things through with your friends,
family and colleagues. Sharing your problems with others can help you gain
perspective and see things in a way that enables you to tackle them.

Enrich your relationships
Make sure you spend quality time with those who make you feel good. Enrich
these relationships and enjoy them. When we feel stressed it is tempting 
to spend less time with loved ones, but you can benefit from choosing to 
spend more.

Be part of a community
Join or start a group, so you can discuss thoughts, feelings and ideas with 
like-minded people. Whether it’s a book club, choir, salsa class or philosophy
lecture, feeling part of a wider connection can positively reduce stress.



Nurture your wellbeing.
You deserve it.
Time out for yourself
Regularly take time out for yourself and do things you enjoy, without feeling
guilty. Read a good book, take a hot bubble bath, learn to play the piano 
or indulge in a hobby. Do whatever it is you fancy, because you deserve it.

Learn to relax
Find a relaxation technique that suits you - there are plenty of books, tapes 
and courses to help. Visualisations, guided meditations, yoga or taking a walk
and focussing on the sounds and sights of nature can greatly reduce stress.

Prioritise your time
Make a list of all the things you have to do. Put things that are genuinely 
urgent and important to you at the top and things that are neither important nor
urgent at the bottom. Prioritise the things in between and put a time next to
them when you can commit to finishing them.

Learn to say no
Trying to please everyone and taking on more that you can handle as a
consequence causes stress. By acknowledging your own limitations and 
saying no early, firmly and with clear reasoning, you can avoid offending 
and upsetting people, whilst honouring yourself.



When you can feel 
your stress levels rising…
Choose carefully
Remember that whatever happens around you, you are in control of your
thoughts and responses to that situation. Other people and previous experience
may influence you, but you can choose your reaction. For example, whether you
think positively or negatively is up to you – but it may effect your stress.

Take time to breathe
Close your eyes. Place your right thumb lightly on your right nostril and breathe
in deeply through your left nostril. Close your left nostril with your middle finger
as you release your right thumb and exhale slowly through your right nostril.
Repeat ten times in a row.

Visualisation
Sit down for a few minutes, close your eyes and think of a (real or imagined) 
time where you were in calm and peaceful surroundings. For example, you 
could be picturing a beach, with the waves rippling in the background and the
sun warming your back. A few minutes of visualising is a great way to de-stress.

Walking meditation
Take ten minutes to go for a walk, and pay attention to the process of walking.
Notice lifting, moving and placing one foot and then the other. Be aware of the
sensations in your legs. Try not to look at them, just become aware of their
lightness, warmth, tingling or cold. Be mindful of the moment.



You need
looking 
after too.

www.nhsemployers.org/stress


